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Describe deep phenotyping in the context of current research 

strategies 

Consider Parkinson’s disease as a model condition for applying  

deep phenotyping approaches

Utilize historical perspectives to consider deep phenotyping 

approaches as natural extensions of the work of Jean-Martin 

Charcot. 



Late complications of PD therapy

Non-motor elements of PD:  Hallucinations

Rating measures and high-level assessment strategies

Placebo effects and innovative statistical approaches
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Premier Clinical Neurologist of the 19th century:  Nosology of contemporary neurology

Linked clinical signs to pathological lesions (méthode anatomo-clinique)

Major contributions to movement disorders and specifically Parkinson’s disease

World-renown teacher

Viewed his neurological service as an enterprise

• Followed patients longitudinally

• Studied common signs but pushed beyond archetypes

• Studied diseases from multiple perspectives

• Incorporated new scientific discoveries into medicine



Let someone say of a doctor 
that he really knows his 
physiology or anatomy,
that he dynamic—these are 
not real compliments; but if 
you say that he is an observer, 
one who knows how to see, 
this is perhaps the greatest 
compliment one can make.
(1888)



Conceptual and Applied process 

• All manifestations (traits) of a given disease 

• All severities of given traits (state)

• Mobilize large and comprehensive patients

• Evolution over time (natural history or treatment)



Trait 1 Tremor Trait 2 Hallucinations Trait 3 Hippocampal
volume

Trait 4 gene assay Trait 5 biomarker level
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Conceptual and Applied process 

• All manifestations (traits) of a given disease 

• All severities of given traits (state)

• Mobilize large and comprehensive patients

• Evolution over time (natural history or treatment)



Clinical assessments and standardized measurement tools

Refined measurements often based in technology

Innovative, often exploratory, markers both of trait and state

Statistical tools primarily taking advantage of time dimensions

Large samples and longitudinal follow-up 



Young-onset vs old onset (patterns of progression)

Tremor predominant vs akinesia-rigid (drug choices)

Gender or pre- vs. post menopausal (pharmacokinetics)

Current age (risk of co-morbidities)

Family history 



Given domain:  Yes/No (tremor, bradykinesia, dyskinesia, orthostatic hypotension, others)

Categorical presumed continuity: each clinically pertinent [0-4]

Continuous variables                          
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Rating Scale program:  MDS-UPDRS and UDysRS

All salient features of the disease

Patient reporting and objective assessments

Comprehensive assessment motor and non-motor

Scale design and verification with patient samples

Validation in large sample size

Training program and certificate of training

Validated non-English translations (over 20 languages)



Detailed instructions for universal application

Teaching materials accompany

All scores are anchored to clinical statement

• 0=normal

• 1=slight

• 2=mild

• 3=moderate

• 4=severe



0=normal 0=normal

1=Slight 1=Mild

2=Mild 2=Moderate

3=Moderate 3=Severe

MDS-UPDRS UPDRS

4=Severe/

Extreme
4=Extreme

What question are you asking? 

Early treatment vs late natural history?            



Track large populations over prolonged periods with same measures

Unveil patterns of parallel or sequential evolution of disease

Determine clusters of signs that evolve similarly 

Define natural history and treatment responses to interventions 

Define archetypes and variants

Risk:  Parcel disease into many little diseases, thereby potentially slowing down widely available 
new treatment access. 

Recommended strategy:  phenotypic divisions must always have clinical pertinence



Ss Studying archetypes is a fundamental task in 

nosography.  It is indispensable and the only way to 

extract from the chaos of imprecision a specific 

pathologic state.  But, once the archetype is 

established, the second operation begins:  dissect 

the archetype and analyze all its parts.  One must, 

in other words, learn how to recognize the 

imperfect case, the formes frustes, examples where 

only one features occurs in isolation. 



“…Using this second method, the 

physician will see the archetypical illness 

in an entirely new light.  One’s scope 

enlarges and the illness becomes much 

more important to the doctor’s daily 

practice.  To the patient’s benefit, the 

doctor becomes attentive and sensitive to 

recognizing a disease even when it is in its 

earliest developmental stages.”

Charcot, March 20, 1888



Focus on 60 patients who were NOT hallucinators
at Baseline 

Pure visual is typical early

Over time,  multidomain
hallucinations predominate

Once, multidomain, they 
continue as multidomain

Goetz et al, 2011



Targeted gene panel for genes associated with any movement 

disorder.  

127 genes associated with various movement disorders gathered 

into a single panel for broad characterization without pre-

selecting for phenotype.

Wide phenotypic representation for many genes rather than 

single archetype.                                                        (Montaut et al, 2018) 



Task Force on New Technology

Evaluate utility of currently available tools

Identify the needs of the scientific community 

to help companies design clinically pertinent tools

Challenge: data must be clinically pertinent: MCID

Task Force on Pre-motor Parkinson’s disease



Clinical characteristics

Usual and unexpected variants

Biochemical markers

Genetic indicators

Co-morbidities

Temporal evolution
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treatment
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Statistical methods: 

• Global Statistic Test 

 Primarily used in Cancer research 

 Considers several core features as important 

to a pertinent clinical treatment or other impact 

 Isolated items from a rating scale or different Parts 

of a rating scale (MDS-UPDRS)

 High statistical Power if all prioritized outcomes 

move in same direction

Utilized in NET-PD program



Nothing is better demonstrated, however, 

and it is an idea to which we must now 

become accustomed.  It is the same in this 

case as with all others that today are fully 

established because they are based in 

demonstrable evidence after having met 

only skepticism and often ironic scorn for 

so long.  It is only a matter of time.  

(1889).
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Statistical methods: 
• Generalized Estimating Equations 

 Within-subject correlations 

 Accommodate binary, ordinal and continuous outcomes 

 Odds Ratios: relationships between response variables and risk factors

Corval et al 2018, Goetz et al 2010

• Missing values

 For MDS-UPDRS, number of missing values that the scale can tolerates established

 Strategies for imputation of missing data: multidimensional latent linear mixed 
modeling (MLLMM), using a patient’s prior and later data to impute missing data

 Luo et al 2017

____________________________________________________________



Methodology issues

• Stratified enrollments (Luxembourg initiative) 

 Minimal commitment but at least registered

 Moderate commitment—non-invasive testing intermittently

 High level involvement—multiple tests, genetic, clinical, imaging

• Retention of subjects and staff-incentives vary by culture

 US tradition: donation in your name

 Stipends that augment with longer enrollment

 Publicity, plaques, newsletters, group picnics

 Keep participants engaged with information:  “Tell me more about me”. 



Little Bear, Else Holmelund Minarik
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Does more detail necessarily 
retain clinical pertinence?

Does high definition limit 
generalizability of findings?

Does more information accelerate or slow testing new treatments?

“New FDA approved agent for GBA-Parkinson’s disease-related 
cognitive impairment without anxiety.”





Naturally, I did not speak about prognosis in front of the 

patient who has just left us.  The prognosis is deplorable.  It 

is sad to say, but, for the physician, the issue is not what is

sad: it is what is true. Let the patient live in illusion to the 

end, it is fine and human that way.  



But the doctor?  Is that our role?  Our duty is otherwise:  

Let us always be searching.  It is the very best way to find.  

And, perhaps, thanks so our efforts, the verdict of tomorrow

will not be that of today.   



When a patient comes 

to see you, he is under 

no obligation to have a 

simple disease just to 

please you. 

Charcot, Nov. 15, 1887



Describe deep phenotyping in the context of current research 

strategies 

Consider Parkinson’s disease as a model condition for applying  

deep phenotyping approaches

Utilize our location and historical perspectives to consider our 

deep phenotyping approaches as natural extensions of the work 

of Jean-Martin Charcot. 
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